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Abstract

The extraction of character images is an important front�end processing task in optical

character recognition �OCR� and other applications� This process is extremely important

because OCR applications usually extract salient features and process them� The existence

of noise not only destroys features of characters� but also introduces unwanted features�

We propose a new algorithm which removes unwanted background noise from a textual

image� Our algorithm is based on the observation that the magnitude of the intensity

variation of character boundaries di�ers from that of noise at various scales of their wavelet

transform� Therefore� most of the edges corresponding to the character boundaries at each

scale can be extracted using a thresholding method� The internal region of a character

is determined by a voting procedure� which uses the arguments of the remaining edges�

The interior of the recovered characters is solid� containing no holes� The recovered

characters tend to become fattened because of the smoothness applied in the calculation

of the wavelet transform� To obtain a quality restoration of the character image� the

precise locations of characters in the original image are then estimated using a Bayesian

criterion� We also present some experimental results that suggest the e�ectiveness of our
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method�

� Introduction

This paper presents an algorithm for the extraction of character images from possibly polluted

textual documents� It di�ers from earlier techniques in that the edges of a textual document are

extracted using the modulus local maxima of the wavelet transform� Most of the edges of the

character boundaries are distinguished from that of noise at each scale by a simple thresholding

process� After suppression of most of the edges of noise at each scale� the interior of characters

is recovered by a voting procedure which uses the arguments of edges� The characters recovered

after such a procedure have a tendency to become broadened� To restore the precise locations

of characters� a statistical decision based on a Bayes criterion is applied�

The extraction of character images is an important front�end process in Optical Character

Recognition �OCR� applications� Its e�ect is to produce character images by suppressing un�

wanted patterns from a textual document� After the extraction of characters� applications such

as character recognition� textual transmission� document block segmentation and identi�cation

can be carried out�

Many algorithms 	
�	��	��	��	�� have been proposed to restore character images in noisy en�

vironments� A variety of them 	
�	�� apply thresholding techniques directly to the histogram of

the gray�scaled image� The histogram� in the ideal case� has a valley between two peaks� repre�

senting the aggregations of character pixels and background pixels� respectively� A threshold is

found within the valley to distinguish characters from their background� These algorithms are

simple and fast� However� their discrimination of �ne details along character boundaries is not

very accurate in many applications� Due to distortions caused by scanners and other devices�

the histogram of a gray�scaled image usually is far more complex than simply a combination

of several peaks� An example is give in Figure �� where the gray level histogram is approxi�

mately uniform� Another class of algorithms 	��	�� selects thresholds which vary with the local

properties of the textual image� The approach compares the gray value of a given pixel with

the average gray values of its neighboring pixels� A typical example is the dynamic threshold
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algorithm proposed by White and Rohrer 	��� The decision of a pixel to be black or white is

determined by a threshold level which changes according to changes of the gray levels of the

input stream� In their settings� the threshold calculation is a �rst�order di�erence equation

with nonlinear coe�cients� The second algorithm of White and Rohrer 	��� referred to by

them as the integrated function algorithm� labels edge pixels in raw images and determines the

dark and light sides with the help of the Laplacian operator�

The main idea behind this paper is the use of sharp intensity variation �called edges here�

after� and the local thresholding technique in the extraction of characters from a textual doc�

ument� Noise reduction algorithms usually require advance knowledge of the type of noise to

be suppressed� However� in general� it is unlikely to have a procedure which can characterize

automatically what the unwanted patterns are in a textual image� Moreover� observable noise

in a textual image is derived from diverse sources� each a�ecting the image in a di�erent way�

There are� for example� salt and pepper noise� scanner noise introduced due to nonuniform

illumination� and smeary spots in a document exposed to water or grease� These types of noise

bear no similarities and are impossible to enumerate and characterize� Thus� some a priori

knowledge usually is required for the character image to be preserved in a character extraction

process� We assume� in this paper� that documents are gray�scaled images with no pictorial

contents in which pictures have been removed� Also� a character is a collection of connected

components of dark pixels�

It has been shown that if a wavelet is chosen as the partial derivative of a smoothing

function� then edges of an image at di�erent scales� as de�ned by Canny 	��� will correspond

to the local maxima of the modulus of the wavelet transform calculated along the gradient

direction �called the wavelet maxima� 	��� We thus choose the wavelet� designed by Mallat

and Zhong 	��� which is the partial derivative of a cubic spline smoothing function� to build the

wavelet transform of a textual image� The notions of edge and wavelet maximum are equivalent

hereafter in this paper� Edges corresponding to character boundaries at each scale are preserved

by thresholding the modulus of the wavelet maxima 	��� It is known that� from the analysis of

singularities 	��� the modulus of the wavelet maxima corresponding to character boundaries and

that corresponding to noise varies di�erently along di�erent scales� Hence� e�ective threshold
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levels� which distinguish character boundaries from noise� can be calculated at the scales where

the average modulus of noise and character boundaries varies� Most of the noise can then be

removed while most of the edges of the character boundaries are kept at these scales� For the

purpose of character extraction� it is also important to �nd the interior of each character� To

this end� we use the arguments of edges to decide to which region� either the interior or the

exterior of a character� a pixel should belong� For any given pixel and any given line passing

through the pixel� we can associate the pixel with two edge points on the line where there is no

other edge point within the interval covered by the pair of edge points �see Figure ��� Given

the two edge points associated to a pixel� we can then deduce from their arguments if the pixel

is within a character �also see Figure ��� An image pixel has four lines passing through it�

Hence� there are four pairs of edges associated to the pixel� In a noisy environment� the region

to which a pixel belongs can not be determined reliably simply from one pair of edges �called

an edge�pair for short�� Thus� a voting procedure from all the orientations of the edge�pairs

is used in determining the interior of a character� The characters recovered using this voting

procedure will then contain no background spots within their interiors� However� locations

of recovered edges are not precise because the wavelet transform tends to broaden character

boundaries� As a remedy� a statistical decision based on the Bayes test is used to estimate the

precise locations of characters in the original textual image�

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows� In Section �� the background of the dyadic

wavelet transform and its local maxima is reviewed� In Section �� we present algorithms which

use the wavelet local maxima to distinguish character contours from their backgrounds at each

scale� Methods for �nding the interiors of characters from their boundaries are also described in

this section� Section � describes the use of the Bayes criterion to determine the precise locations

of characters� Section � presents the algorithm in detail� We also discuss issues related to the

selection of free parameters� Some experimental results are given in last section�
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� The Dyadic Wavelet Analysis of Images

This section is devoted to describing the speci�c wavelet transform used in this paper� For

character image extraction� we will restrict ourselves to use the dyadic wavelet transform of

images 	��� That is to say� the wavelet transform of a single image is applied only to the dyadic

scale �j�

We will review� in the following� the dyadic wavelet transform of an image and its modulus

local maxima� We call a two�dimensional smoothing function any function whose double integral

is nonzero� Wavelets that are� respectively� the partial derivatives along x and y of a two�

dimensional smoothing function ��x� y� are de�ned as�

���x� y� � ���x�y�
�x

and ���x� y� � ���x�y�
�y

�

Let ��
�j�x� y� � ����j �����x��j� y��j� and ��

�j�x� y� � ����j �����x��j� y��j�� For any function

f�x� y� � L��R��� the dyadic wavelet transform de�ned with respect to ���x� y� and ���x� y��

at the scale �j � has two components�

W�f��j � x� y��f � ��
�j�x� y��

and

W�f��j � x� y��f � ��
�j�x� y��

where the symbol � is the convolution� One can show that
�
B�
W�f��j � x� y�

W�f��j � x� y�

�
CA � �j

�
B�

�

�x
�f � ��j��x� y�

�
�y
�f � ��j��x� y�

�
CA ���

� �j ���f � ��j��x� y�� ���

Hence� the two components of the wavelet transform at the scale �j are proportional to

the gradient vector of f�x� y� smoothed by ��j�x� y�� The wavelet transform at the scale �j is

nothing but the gradient of this smoothed version of the original image� The orientation of the

gradient vector indicates the direction where the partial derivative of f�x� y� has an absolute

value which is maximum� It is the direction where f�x� y� has the sharpest variation� We shall

use the modulus Mf��j � x� y� and the angle Af��j � x� y� of this vector�
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Mf��j � x� y� �
q
jW�f��j� x� y�j� � jW�f��j � x� y�j��

Af��j � x� y� � tan���W
�f��j�x�y�

W�f��j�x�y�
��

At the scale �j � the modulus maxima of the dyadic wavelet transform are de�ned as the

points �x� y� where the modulus image Mf��j � x� y� is a local maximum along the gradient

direction given by Af��j � x� y�� This is the same as the de�nition of an edge point given by

Canny 	��� Therefore� in the following� the notations for edges and the wavelet transform

modulus local maxima are equivalent in our paper�

Although �ne scale and coarse scale are a relative terms� conventionally� �ne scale refers to

a smaller dyadic scale� usually �� or ��� and coarse scale to a larger dyadic scale� The locations

of edges at a �ne scale are more precise than those at a coarse scale because the wavelet at a

�ner scale has less support than does that at a coarser scale in calculation of edge point�

� Character Image Extraction

��� Extraction of Character Boundaries

The boundaries of characters appear as edges in a raw document image� The gray values of

a character vary smoothly along its contours but sharply in the direction perpendicular to

the contours� Hence� character boundaries appear as smooth curves along the contour and as

singular edge points in the direction perpendicular to the contour� As discussed above� the

edges of character boundaries are detected by the modulus of the wavelet transform� These

edges have gradients pointing in directions perpendicular to the boundary contours�

From the analysis of singularities 	��� the modulus of wavelet maxima will decay along scales�

with a rate depending to the type of singularity� In general� it is rather di�cult to calculate

exactly the decay of the modulus of wavelet maxima of the character boundaries and noise along

scales� However� since the edges of character boundaries and noise usually have di�erent types

of singularities� we can still discriminate the edges of characters from those of noise according

their modulus of wavelet maxima� Following a similar work in 	��� we use a simple thresholding






method for this task� A threshold at each scale is selected such that most of the edges of

noise are removed while most of the character boundaries are preserved� We select the ���th

percentile� say 	���
j�� of the modulus of edges as the threshold at scale �j � where � is between

 and �� Next� we determine the edges at �x� y� with modulus above this percentile threshold�

In other words� we select the set of edges at �x� y�� where

f��j� x� y�j��������J �Mf��j � x� y� 
 	���
j�g�

which we call the contour map� At the top of Figure � is shown an original textual image� taken

from a piece of aged newspaper� The �gures in the middle and at the bottom are the modulus

maxima of this noisy image� calculated at the scales �� and ��� respectively� At the �nest scale�

noise dominates the characters� The shapes of the characters can hardly be discriminated� At

a coarser scale� �� in this example� the character boundaries can be discriminated� which means

that the properties of the characters dominate those of the noise more and more as the scale

increases�

In practice� it is impossible to derive an analytical threshold at each scale� Although the

edges of character boundaries can be modeled as step edges at �ner scales� edge types may vary

and become intractable when the modulus of the edge is blended with the its neighboring pixels

as the scale increases� Also� most of the character boundaries at �ner scales are dominated by

noise �see the middle of Figure ��� this makes derivation of analytical threshold even more

di�cult� Thus� the values of thresholds can only be obtained empirically� Fortunately� the

thresholding techniques in 	
� can be applied at each scale to discriminate many character

boundaries since the moduli of noise and character boundaries aggregate at separate values

and� thus� can be delineated using a thresholding method� Shown in the middle and at the

bottom of Figure � are the contour maps obtained after the suppression of irregular variations

of noise by applying the �th percentile and �th percentile thresholds of the modulus at the

scales �� and ��� respectively�
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��� The Interior of Characters

After applying thresholding on the edge map at each scale� the remaining edges are more or less

those pixels that lie on character contours �thus� they are called contour maps�� So far� we have

only extracted the boundaries of characters� For the purpose of extracting image characters� it

is also impossible to determine the interior of characters� Our next step is to label the pixels

within a character�

We use the coordinate system where x increases in value if we move toward the right�

and y increases in value if we move downward in an image �see Figure ��� In a typical ��

neighborhood image system� there are four lines passing through a pixel �x� y�� They are

represented as� f�x� �� y��x� �� y�g� f�x� y � ���x� y � ��g� f�x� �� y � ���x � �� y � ��g� and

f�x � �� y � ���x � �� y � ��g� Recall that we have assumed that the character has dark gray

values� This will help us in determining the interiors of characters� Our idea is illustrated

in Figure �� if a pixel p is within a character� then the four lines passing through the pixel

will intersect the boundaries of the enclosing character� Each line intersects the character�s

boundaries at least twice� We can associate to p the two edge points on the line such that there

is no other edge point within the interval of the two edge points �called the edge�pair of the

pixel p�� In Figure �� four edge�pairs� �A�a�� �B� b�� �C� c�� and �D�d�� are indicated� Our

algorithm for determining the interior of a character is based on the observation that if a pixel

is located within a character� then the arguments �orientations� of the edge�pairs should agree

with the a priori knowledge that a character has a darker gray value than its background� The

left side of Figure � shows the arguments of the four edge�pairs of the pixel p if the character

pixels have darker gray values� while on the right side of the �gure are the arguments if the

background pixels have darker gray values�

Although one can determine whether a pixel is within a character simply from the arguments

of any edge�pair of the pixel� in practice� we need a robust determination due to the existence of

noise and errors in edge detection� We� thus� adopt a voting strategy in robust determination�

A consensus from the majority of the edge�pairs of a pixel is required in determining whether

the pixel is within a character� Each pixel is associated with a score which consists of the votes
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from its edge�pairs� We add � to the score of a pixel if an edge�pair of the pixel con�rms that

the pixel is located within a character� Ideally� there are � votes for a pixel inside a character�

However� errors� such as broken character boundaries generated in the process of detecting

edges and suppressing noise� will cause this number to fall short of �� Thus� we ccount a voted

majority to determine whether a pixel is inside a character� This voting procedure is e�ective�

if a pixel is within a character� there is a high probability that it will have a high score� On the

other hand� it is unlikely that a pixel lying outside a character will have a high score�

Let Y��j � x� y� be the number of votes for the pixel �x� y� to be located within a character

at the scale �j � We then sum over the dyadic scales to collect all the votes V�x� y� at �x� y��

V�x� y� �
JX

j��

Y��j � x� y��

Given that the value of Y��j � x� y� is at most � at the scale �j � the value of V�x� y� is at most

�J � The larger the value V�x� y� is� the higher is the probability that the pixel �x� y� will be

within a character� We select from V�x� y� the set of pixels having values larger than a given

threshold 	v to be within a character�

f�x� y� � V�x� y� 
 	vg�

The method used to determine the interior of a character� just described� not only keeps the

components of a character� but also preserves some dark spots which originate from noises� We

then assume that a character is a collection of strokes with more than 	s dark pixels� Then� we

remove the small dark spots by comparing their sizes with the number 	s� We call the resultant

image a character map since we have recovered not only the character boundaries but also the

interior of the characters�

Figure � shows the character map of the original textual document shown at the top of Figure

�� One can see from the �gure that errors in the arguments of edges and in discriminating

character edges cause two edge points in di�erent characters to vote for the pixels between

them� This yields a chord between the two characters� In the meantime� because the smoothing

function ��j�x� y�� whose support is proportional to �j � is applied in the wavelet transform� the

contours of characters tend to broaden� Thus� the positions of the character boundaries at a
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�ne scale are more precise than those at a coarse scale because less smoothing is applied at a

�ne scale� The broadened characters appear as a blurred image at lower resolution� Thus� it is

important to estimate the precise locations of character boundaries�

��� The Estimation of Character Locations using Bayes Test

In the following� we will consider the binary hypothesis� whether a pixel corresponds to a

character image or to the background� We shall con�ne our decision of the location of a pixel

in the original document as eitherH�� meaning that the pixel corresponds to a character image�

or H�� meaning that the pixel corresponds to the background� Thus for a given pixel� one of

four possible outcomes will occur�

� H� is true� H� is chosen�

� H� is true� H� is chosen�

� H� is true� H� is chosen� and

� H� is true� H� is chosen�

The �rst and last alternatives correspond to correct choices� The second and third alternatives

correspond to wrong choices� The source output of a pixel is governed by the a priori probability

assignment of H� and H�� which are denoted by P� and P�� respectively� The costs of the four

outcomes are denoted as C��� C��� C��� and C��� respectively� The �rst subscript indicates

whether the hypothesis is true or false� and the second subscript indicates whether that the

hypothesis is chosen or not� The Bayes test is designed so that the likelihood threshold � is

chosen so as to minimize the following expected cost as the risk R �

R � P� C�� P �H� chosenjH� true��

P� C�� P �H� chosenjH� true��

P� C�� P �H� chosenjH� true��

P� C�� P �H� chosenjH� true��
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According to the Bayes criterion for the minimization of the risk R� the region �either char�

acter image or background� to which a pixel is assigned will depend on the prior probabilities

P� and P� and the four costs functions Cij� where both i� j � f� �g� In general� these prior

probabilities and cost functions are unknown� In the Bayes decision� these unknown terms are

usually collected as a new term� call the the likelihood threshold �� For a detailed analysis of

how the likelihood threshold � is obtained� the reader can refer to 	��� The likelihood � is�

� �
PrjH�

�RjH��

PrjH�
�RjH��

�

where PrjH�
�RjH�� and PrjH�

�RjH�� are the probability densities of an observation R� given

that a pixel is within a character �H� hypothesis� or within the background �H� hypothesis��

respectively� The way to determine the likelihood � is to compute the ratio of these two

probabilities densities� Because the natural logarithm is a monotone function� we can determine

the threshold from the log likelihood ln � equally well �

ln � � lnPrjH�
�RjH��� lnPrjH�

�RjH���

We assign a pixel to the H� hypothesis if the log likelihood threshold ln � is greater than �

Otherwise� the pixel is assigned to the H� hypothesis� Although the exact densities PrjH�
�RjH��

and PrjH�
�RjH�� are unknown in our applications� we can still estimate their ratio by appro�

priate assumptions� Let g�p� denote the gray value of p� Given a neighborhood of p� let mc

be the median of the gray values of the neighboring pixels of p that are within the character

map� and let mb be the median of those that are outside of the character map� The distance

between g�p� and mc is an approximation of the measurement of lnPrjH�
�RjH��� and� by the

same token� the distance between g�p� and mb is an approximation of lnPrjH�
�RjH��� The log

likelihood is computed as

ln ��p� � lnPrjH�
�RjH��� lnPrjH�

�RjH��

� k �jg�p� �mcj � jg�p� �mbj��

which is the su�cient statistics for the log likelihood estimation� where k is a positive number�

We have found that after applying the above hypothesis test to the character map� the

character boundaries of the recovered image are more precise� The characters no longer appear
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fattened or smeared due to the smoothed boundaries� The top of Figure � shows the characters

extracted after applying the Bayes criterion from the character map in Figure ��

� Detailed Implementation and Experimental Results

We will now outline the detailed implementation of the algorithm for extraction of character im�

ages� Then� we will discuss issues related to the selection of free parameters and the robustness

of these parameters in our algorithm� Finally� we will discuss the performance issue�

�� Compute the wavelet transform up to scale �J �

�� Compute the modulus local maxima of the wavelet transform at each scale�

�� For each scale �j � where j � �� �� ��J � we keep only the edges having moduli greater than

the ���th percentile threshold� where � is between  and �� The resultant image is

called a contour map�

�� The interiors of characters are extracted from the contour map using a voting procedure�

The more votes a pixel gets� the higher the probability is that the pixel is located in a

character� We keep only those pixels which accumulate more than 	v votes�

�� Remove the remaining noisy spots using the assumption that the size of a dark pixel of a

component of a character is at least 	s� Hence� these dark spots whose sizes are less than

	s are removed� The resultant image is called a character map�


� We determine the precise locations of characters using the original image and the character

map� A log likelihood threshold� based on Bayes criterion� is de�ned as

ln ��p� � k�jg�p� �mcj � jg�p��mbj��

The pixel p is determined as being within a character if ln ��p� is greater than � otherwise�

it does not belong to a character�
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In the �rst step� the wavelet transform is computed up to a certain scale� that is� up to ��

for all of our experiments� We keep the edges with moduli greater than the ���th percentile

threshold at each scale� The selection of the percentile depends on the average moduli of the

character edges and noise edges� Since the average moduli of the noise and character boundaries

vary along the scales� and the percentile varies accordingly� Strictly speaking� there is no

analytical way of determining the percentile for each scale� It is recommended the percentile

threshold preserves as many edges of characters as possible and� meanwhile� suppress as many

edges of noise at each scale� If a percentile is chosen which is too low� many edges of noise will

be kept� This noise will in�uence the later processes� especially the process of determining the

interiors of characters� On the other hand� if a percentile is chosen which is too high� many

edges of characters will be suppressed� As a consequence� the broken character boundaries and

lost parts will� in general� be quite hard to restore� Fortunately� a thresholding technique such

as that in 	
� can be applied to the modulus of the wavelet local maxima at each scale� In all

the experiments we have carried out� we found it appropriate to use approximately the ��th

percentile as a threshold for the scale �� and the ��th percentile at the scale ���

The next step is to determine the interiors of characters� Recall that a pixel belongs to the

interior of a character if it obtains enough votes� A character pixel can obtain at most � votes

at each scale with a total of �J votes up to the scale �J � In our experiments� a threshold 	v is

used so that a pixel is determined as being within a character if it has at least �J votes� hence�

	v � �J �

According to a priori knowledge� a character is composed of components of dark pixels�

The sizes of the pixels of each component are at least 	s� which was set to � pixels in our

experiments� For a � dpi scanner� � pixels are about ��� inch� That is less than most of

the pixels of the connected components of characters� Thus� dark components with less than

� pixels are removed�

In the last step of our algorithm� a Bayes test is applied to determine the region a pixel

falls in� We require a neighborhood of size 	n so that enough neighboring pixels are used to

calculate the log likelihood threshold� In our algorithm� the neighborhood is de�ned as a square

box with �
 pixels in total�
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We have already discussed ways of selecting thresholds and their robustness in our algorithm�

As noted before� noise can be introduced by the scanner� At the top of Figure � is shown a

portion of a blurred textual image contaminated by a scanner� This image is interesting in

the sense that its gray level histogram is approximately uniform except around the pixel value

��� �see the bottom of Figure ��� Thus� the methods which determine the threshold based

on the histogram of gray values will fail because it will be impossible to identify peaks in the

histogram corresponding to the characters and the background� respectively� However� the

character boundaries are still perceived clearly� The restored image is shown in the middle of

Figure �� The unpleasant appearance caused by blurring in the original gray�scaled image has

been removed by our process� A portion of an English textual document is shown on the left

side of Figure 
� and on the right side of Figure 
 is the result of character extraction from

the document� Further experiments were conducted on the slightly degraded image shown at

the top of Figure �� In the middle and at the bottom of this �gure are the binarized images

which resulted from applying the binarization algorithm provided by the scanner �UMAXVista

Scan S�� and by our algorithm� respectively� The characters in these two images were then

input into the same commercial product� MAXReader Pro V��� for recognition� The number

of characters recognized by MAXReader was �
� for the middle image and ��� for the bottom

image out of a total of ��� characters� The results showed that our method improves the

recognition rate from ��� to ���� with an improvement of recognition rate of ���

Finally� a comment on the performance of our algorithm� several steps� such as steps � and 
�

are costly� However� the main purpose of this paper has been to provide the necessary operators

that work for a broader class of textural documents� Actually� the cost of the algorithm can be

reduced if a di�erent implementation is carried out�

Remark� The approach of the wavelet transform modulus maxima using Mallat and Zhong�s

wavelet can be regraded as the multi�scale Canny edge detector� However� there is much more

the wavelet modulus maxima than the Canny edges because Mallat and Zhong have shown in

	�� that a close approximation of the original image can be obtained from the dyadic wavelet

modulus maxima from the scales �� to �J as well as the coarse scale image at the scale �J �

However� they used an alternative projection process which is often time�consuming� In this
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paper� we have not fully explored the advantages of the wavelet modulus representation in

noisy reduction as in 	�� and 	��� In character extraction� the locations of character boundaries�

the location of a pixel whether or not it is within a character� and the e�ciency of processing

are important factors while the precise reconstruction of a �denoised� image from the wavelet

modulus maxima is not required� Thus� we have adopted a faster but less precise way of

recovering character images�

� Conclusion

This paper has described a new algorithm for the extraction of a character image from a

textual image� We have used the modulus of wavelet transform to detect character boundaries�

According to the analysis of singularities� character edges and noise are separated by means of

the choice of threshold for the modulus size� Using our algorithm� the interiors of characters

can be delineated robustly when the edges of characters have been located� Moreover� more

precise estimation of character boundaries is obtained by using a statistical decision procedure

based on the Bayes test� Characters are recovered without smearing of separate components�

These procedures have been applied to several textual images and proved to be e�ective�
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Figure �� Top� Image contaminated by scanner noise� Middle� Characters extracted from the

image� Bottom� Gray scale histogram of the original image�
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Figure �� Top� Original image� Middle� Edges at scale �� Bottom� Edges at scale ��
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Figure �� Left� Four pairs of edges� �A � a�� �B � b�� �C � c�� and �D � d� of p� are shown�

and the orientations of the edge�pairs are indicated if the character pixels have darker values�

Right� The orientations of the edge�pairs if the character pixels have lighter values�

Figure �� The character map of the original document� Characters grow fat and errors in

character edges yield chords between characters�
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Figure �� Top� Character image of the original image� Middle� Contour map at scale ��

Bottom� Contour map at scale ��
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Figure 
� Left� Original document� Right� Character image of the original image�
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Figure �� Top� Original image� Middle� Bilevel image obtained by the scanner� Bottom� Bilevel

image obtained using our method� The character recognition rate of the image increased from

��� in the middle to ��� at the bottom�
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